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AGGIES HOLD BANQUET

The annual banquet of the Agricultural Club was held at the Methodist church, Tuesday evening, February 12. The ladies of the church served the dinner which consisted of the following bill of fare: Mixed fruit, lupins, Murphys and sop, sage, punk, bovine extract, chicken gizz, and Ina. The immediate decorations and favors were significant to those of the farmer, and the tables were so arranged as to form the letter "A.

J. Ralph Warren was toastmaster. He was very efficient in his management and adept in the introduction of the speakers. When the first course of dinner was finished he asked Prof. Logan to speak for the farmers. Prof. Logan gave an interesting talk on "Freshmen Memorials," and pointed out that they are an essential element of the school and that the school is in a way like into the national army. Composed of green personnel who after being trained become regulars. Prof. Logan was followed by J. Lester Burof, who told some of his farm experiences and expressed his appreciation of the club.

Mr. J. D. Dill gave us some interesting facts concerning his "boyhood days." Mr. Dill was reared in a farm in Johnson county, and it is evident that he looks back to those days with fond memories.

Mr. R. E. Bridges spoke on "Better Days" for the farmer. He reviewed briefly some of the problems of the farm and expressed the belief that the farmer has a better day coming. He was followed by Louis E. Etherton, farmer member, and "Wheat Hoss" of last year's Ag. Club. Mr. Etherton in a brief manner what the Ag. Club had meant to him.

John E. Hecker discussed "The Ag. Club Now and Then." He showed how the Club had grown from a small activity to a large enterprise where it is now attracting the attention of many of the farmers and business men of southern Illinois and no doubt is a means of bringing to school many students of sterling worth and ability.

Mrs. Anderson was the only lady to appear on the program. Although she had never lived on a farm prior to her marriage, she declared that since that time she has spent twenty pleasant years on the farm, and sup-
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CARL AKELEY AND HIS "BIG GAME" MOTION PICTURES

The only "movies" of wild, live gorillas ever filmed were made by Carl Akeley, the famous naturalist sculptor and big game hunter, on his recent trip in the wilds of interior Africa. These remarkable photographs will be the feature of the coming lecture appearance of Mr. Akeley here.

Last Fall he went into the Belgian-Congo region to select gorilla specimens for the American Museum of Natural History and to find pictures and thrills for his Lyceum audience this winter. The trip was a remarkable success, for he not only obtained seven rare specimens, but was also extremely fortunate in making some remarkable movies of wild, live gorillas. In the July World's Work, he tells interestingly of the feelings which came over him when he made these films. "Almost before I knew it," he said, "I was turning the crank of the camera on two gorillas in full view with a beautiful setting behind them. I do not think at the time that I appreciated the fact I was doing a thing that had never been done before."

He also succeeded in getting close-up views of the active volcano Nyamulagira, a spot never visited by a white man. He not only obtained new moving pictures of lions and elephant hunting in connection with his gorilla search.

During the past fifteen years Mr. Akeley has headed seven or eight expeditions into interior Africa. On the trail of the lion, the elephant, the buffalo, and many other animals of the African jungles, he has had innumerable thrills, and has been remarkably successful in obtaining motion pictures. He has the only "movie" ever filmed of the native lion hunt in which the lion is killed by spears thrown by the natives.

Mr. Akeley is the inventor of the famous Akeley camera, in use by all the large moving picture companies of to-day, and the camera which is universally chosen in obtaining pictures of the big races.

He is perhaps the most noted animal sculptor in America, and is an authority on taxonomy. His museum pieces are prominently displayed not only in the New York Museum, but also in several of the leading European museums.

(Continued On Page Next)

ANTHONY HALL PARTY

"Anthony Hall invites you," read the invitations sent out by the Anthony Hall girls for their party which was held on February 12. The doors of the Hall were opened to the varied boys' friends of the girls for a Valentine party.

At 7:30 sharp the doorbell began to ring, and curious, wondering (?) boys were ushered into the "reception hall." The rooms were decorated in honor of St. Valentine—paper hearts and cupsids in profusion. From the time he entered each one counted to be known as Tom, Dick, Mary or Sally, but became distinguished characters such as Micawber, Poe, Jane Austen and Myrtle Sappo.

Each person was given a card with instructions to talk to some member of the opposite sex for one minute. After this a description was to be written on the card which was tabulated on the card's name, age, color of hair, color of eyes, and disposition. Some of us were given the power to "see ourselves as others see us." This "broke the ice" and laughter and gaily reigned the rest of the evening. Ransom Sherrett won the prize for having the most names on his card.

A heart hunt followed. In which Norma Jay and Henry Markus caped the most. They were then crowned the King and Queen of Heart.

A unique tableau was portrayed, in which by following the directions given by Alice Grant, the girls seemed utterly rejected by the men—re jected for only a moment however.

Helen Baynes and Victor Goings contested as to which would converse the better on a chosen subject. Ask Victor, who won, or is there need of asking?

Hearts, cut in various shapes, were matched for partners and refreshments were served appropriate to old St. Valentine. After a few more games the girls serendipitated the boys with "goodnight boys,"—a gentle bit which all were loath to take. Just as with postum, "there is a reason for the boys showing a loathness to leave. We are all fond of Robert Burns and it is with ease that we remember some of his sayings on occasions of this sort. Not one—this one:

Green grow the ruses, O;
Green grow the ruses, O;
The sweetest brunt that I ever
Were spent among the lasses O
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THE WAY WE FEEL

TEN COMMANDMENTS FOR WOMEN

1. Thou shalt have no other man except thy husband; neither shalt thou covet another.
2. Thou shalt not neglect thy home for club or boisterous out-fragette propaganda or any female meeting place whatsoever.
3. Thou shalt not be a peach on the street, a pippin in society and a lemon in the home.
4. Thou shalt not wear fifty dollar bonnets and imported lingerie when the beauties of sunrise and sunset.
5. Thou shalt use the same blandishments on thy husband that thou didst use on thy sweetheart, and be merciful to thy old man.
6. Thou shalt not neglect to pray when they are old they will bless thee.
7. Thou shalt not rear thy children to come, and forbid them not.
8. Thou shalt not neglect thy children to come, and forbid them not, for thy greatest name is mother, and holy it shall be, and thy sons and daughters shall rise up and call thee blessed.
9. Thou shalt not neglect to pray for thy children, neither shalt thou neglect to pray when they are old they will bless thee.
10. Thou shalt not rear thy children to come, and forbid them not.

WHY WE HAVE EXAMS.

1. So the teachers get some exercise walking the floor.
2. The school gets a copy of each student’s handwriting to save for posterity.
3. We become acquainted with our assembly, especially the teacher.
4. We get our desks cleaned out, without being scolded for making a noise in time of school.
5. Our parents get a long-awaited chance to see our test books.
6. We become acquainted with the beauties of sunrise and sunset.

GEOGRAPHY OF A GIRL’S LIFE.

Cape Flattery—Age 16.
Point Durance—Age 18.
Cape Lookout—Age 20.
Cape Hope—Age 25.
Cape Disappointment—Age 30.
Cape Fear—Age 35.
Cape Farewell—Age 40.

Go to Church and Sunday School Sunday. Be one of the five thousand.

SPÆKING OF SUCCESS SECRETS

"What is the secret of success?" asked the Sphinx.
"Push," said the button.
"Never be led," said the pencil.
"Take pains," said the window.
"Always keep cool," said the ice.
"Be up to date," said the calendar.
"Never lose your head," said the match.
"Do a driving business," said the hammer.
"Don’t be merely one of the hands," said the clock.
"Aspire to greater things," said the nutmeg.
"Be sharp in all your dealings," said the knife.
"Find a good thing and stick to it," said the stamp.
"Do the work you are suited for," said the chimney.

SPALDING’S ATHLETIC GOODS

I. W. DILL CO.
INCO RPIRATED
OUTFITIERS FOR MEN AND BOYS

VALENTINES

MAH-JONGG

Everything for the School
Anything for the Student

RATHGEBER BROS.

Carbondale-Murphysboro, Ill.

GEO. D. CASPER

Jeweler

120 S. Ill. Ave. Carbondale, Ill.

J. W. Milligan A. S. Brockett
Milligan-Brockett Music Co.
Pianos and Edissons
Latest Sheet Music

Phone 35 Carbondale, Ill.

EGYPTIAN TEA-ROOM

Special
Plate Luncheon
40c

VISIT THE DELUXE BARBER SHOP

We appreciate student patronage
Ladies hair bobbing a specialty
Opposite Carbondale National Bank

SPALDING’S ATHLETIC GOODS

I. W. DILL CO.
INCO RPIRATED
OUTFITIERS FOR MEN AND BOYS
Let Us Show You

THE NEW SPRING STYLES

In Correct Footwear.

The new Pongee Kid turn sole, Spanish heel—

Jack Rabbit suede Spanish heel welt—

Patent kid medium low heel, sandle effect—

Eight of the very latest styles for spring just in. They will make your feet look neat as a pin.

J. A. PATTERSON & CO.
OLD MAN "WELL ENOUGH"

Keep away from the "let well enough alone" crowd. There is no such thing as "well enough." No matter how good a thing is, work may make it better.

Everybody has heard repeated over and over the foolish saying, "Let well enough alone." In the same category belongs the expression "just so we get by."

Never be satisfied. To be satisfied, contented, approving yourself and approving conditions, is a sign that progress, so far as you are concerned, has stopped. One makes progress only when he is not satisfied, because the more he gets of knowledge and the power to do things, the more he strives to get.

Columbus was not satisfied with the lone sea voyage to India, although it had been used for centuries; Galileo and Copernicus were not satisfied with the fairy stories about a flat earth and all the heavenly bodies revolving around our planet; the inhabitants of this country in 1776 were not satisfied and because they were dissatisfied this country is a nation instead of a colony governed from across the sea.

Dissatisfaction is the dynamic power in politics, in commerce, in national life, in individual life.

Never let well enough alone. This has been the slogan of the ages. We might all be using hieroglyphics now, but dissatisfaction gave us our alphabet. We might all be traveling across country on a camel's back like the Queen of Sheba, but dissatisfaction invented the two-wheeled cart, the stage coach, the steam engine, the automobile and the flying machine.

Be dissatisfied with your work for it is what you do that counts, not what you think about yourself or what you imagine you will do in the future.

Be dissatisfied with your supply of information and try to get more, no matter how much or how little you may have.

Be dissatisfied with your surroundings. It is the best method to obtain their improvement.

The "let well enough alone" and "just so we get by" theory is dismal humbug. Don't have it in your neighborhood. Never let well enough alone—MAKE IT BETTER.

POEMS WORTH REMEMBERING

ODE FOR WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY.

(Adams)

We come to the day returning,
Dearer still as ages flow,
While the torch of Faith is burning,
Long as Freedom's altar glows.

See the hero whom it gave us
Slumbering on a mother's breast;
For the arm be stretched to save us,
Be its morne forever blest.

Hear the tale of youthful glory,
White of Britain's rescued band
Friend and foe repeat the story.
Spread its fame over sea and land,
Where the red cross, proudly streaming,
Flies above the Friar's deck,
Where the golden lilies, gleaming,
Start the watch-towers of Quebec.

Look! The shadow on the dial
Marks the hour of tragedy strife;
Days of terror, years of trial,
Seurge a nation into life,
O, the youth, become her leader!
All her baffled tyrants yield;
Through his arm the Lord hath freed her;
Crown him on the tented field!

Vain is Empire's mad temptation;
Not for him an earthly crown;
He whose sword hath freed a nation
Strikes the offered sceptre down
Sees the throneless sovereign seated
Ruler by a people's choice;
See the Patriot's task completed;
Hear the Father's dying voice!

"By the name that you inherit,
By the sufferings you recall,
Cherish the fraternal spirit;
Love your country first of all!
Listen not to idle questions
If its bands may be united;
Doubt the patriot who's suggestions
Strike a nation to divide!"

Father! We, whose ears have tinged
With the discords of shame,—
We, whose sires their blood have mingled
In the battle's thunder-name,—
Gathering, while this holy morning
Lights the land from sea to sea,
Hear thy counsel, heed thy warning;
Trust us, while we honor thee!

Go to Church and Sunday School
death. Be one of the five thousand,

LOST, STRAYED OR VAMPIRED

Two real good looking basket-ball players from Cape Girardeau, One is tall and aristocratic looking, the other is of medium weight and plump figure. They were last seen Friday night, February 8, at 19:00 p.m., standing on the corner in front of the Sorority. The finder please turn the same to the Epilands Fraternity House and receive payment. A reward for the addressing of these men is also offered by "Patricia Anne" Miller, "Paty" Moore, "June" Hyde and "Jewel" Nave.

DR. F. L. LINGLE
General Practice
Special Attention to
Diseases of
EYE, EAR, NOSE & THROAT
Glasses Fitted
Office: Virginia Building

SHE LIKES CANDY

Take her a dainty, inviting box of our candy. She is sure to appreciate both it and your good taste.

And she likes OUR candy—well, naturally because it's pretty fine candy; excellent quality, always deliciously fresh, with a wide assortment to please the most capricious fancy.

We have everything from the most delicate bon-bons and rich chocolates to assorted hard candies, certain to please the most particular.

CARBONDALE CANDY KITCHEN
Latin teacher to attentive student: "John, conjugate 'meto.'

John to boy behind: "What did she say?"

Boy behind John: "Darned if I know."

John: Darnedifknow, Darnedifknow.

Rah! Rah! Rah!

"What became of that handsome blonde you use to go with?"

"Oh, she dyed."

Steamboat Captain (who has just fallen overboard):--"Don't stand there like a dummell! Give a yell, can't you?"

New Deckhand:--"Certainly, Sir! Captain! Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah! Captain."

"The Purity League at Wesleyan organized a parade for all men who had not kissed a girl."

"How did it come out?"

"There wasn't any. One man was sick, and the other wouldn't march alone."

Just about the time you think you have got both ends to meet, somebody comes along and moves the ends.

Elmer Schuetze: "Wilson, what is the difference between potatoes growing and girls growing?"

Russell Wilson: "Gosh, I don't know; what is it?"

Elmer Schuetze: "When potatoes are growing they have to be buoyed, and when girls are growing they have to be hugged."

SUCCESS SCRAP BOOK

Have you ever had your path sud denly turn somberly because of a cheerful word? Have you ever wondered if this could be the same word because someone had been unexpectedly kind to you? You can make today the same for somebody.—Select ed.
WOODROW WILSON—THE DEFEATED

From Teachers' College Budget:

Now that the American flag, wherever found, is flying at half mast in mourning for the death of our great war president, Woodrow Wilson, it is very fitting that we should have called to our attention some of the great things which he did for his country and for the world. It is very well known that he did many masterful things in his time, but it is likely to appear too evident at present that he died in discredit and with a nation’s mourning.

WOODROW WILSON

Bring your girl and spend your vacant hours here.

STUMBLE INN

Across from the Main Gate.

STUDENTS

We are in business to supply your wants. Make our store your headquarters. If we do not have what you need, we will get it.

Rathgeber Brothers

Stumble Inn Has Installed Complete Restaurant Equipment and is Serving a Hot Plate Lunch 30c

11:15—1:00 P. M. every school day. Short orders at all times.

$5.00 meal book—$4.50

By using a meal book you can cut your board bill to less than $4.00 per week.

The Best Breakfast in Town, 15c.

Soda Fountain, School Supplies, Light Housekeeping Supplies, Fresh Milk at all times. Eat here and use that noon hour for study.

Bring your girl and spend your vacant hours here.

STUMBLE INN

Across from the Main Gate.

S. I. N. U.

Students spend over $250,000 annually in the city of Carbondale.
EMERSON.

By Dr. Frank Crane.

Ralph Waldo Emerson stands in a niche all his own in the hall of fame. He has no fellow. He has no rival. He is not "primus inter pares." There are no "pares." He is as distinct and solitary upon his throne in the kingdom of letters in America as Shakespeare is in England.

He stands for the clearest, most honest, geniust, and most courageous thinking that has ever been done this side of the Atlantic. And there is not much on the other side that is of his class.

Time is the supreme critic. The judgment of men has to stand many years before it settles. All heat must go down. All personalities must be precipitated. All the foam of controversy must disappear. Before the final crystal estimate is apparent.

Emerson has been dead long enough for the petty confusions of his time to be gone; he is now to us but a pure and luminous spirit. He moves in our midst as an eternal mind.

And his works have that highbrow catholicity of understanding and that utter honesty of reporting only what Nature whispered to him, which renders any writing immortal.

He is usable. He is nearer to us than the other great demi-gods of literature and we can comprehend him better.

While he strikes the same deep note as we hear in Montaigne, in Goethe, in Marcus Aurelius, and in Socrates, he is worth more to us than any of them because his ideas were born in our language.

No man can read a page or two of Emerson every day for a month, and not be richer, sounder, more accurate and more powerful in his thinking.

He is not a "highbrow" nor a "literary Brahman," and it is time his reputation was rescued from such imputation; for, like Jesus and like all really great teachers, he speaks to the native mind. He would be the first to deny, if he were alive today, that he belonged to that class of egotists who like to flatter themselves with the pitiful pose that they speak only to the elect.

Emerson's message is for all. It is for the deep, universal heart of man. He had the prophetic democracy of Lincoln, only he was a thinker, and not a doer. He had the world-spirit and brotherliness of Whitman, only his fancy was always lucid.

WEE WUNDER

How some of the shy sorority girls got dates for last Friday night?

Why some certain boys were not invited there?

Just who the boys were that got cuckolded?

What is on the third floor of the Science building?

Why some of the students do not have their pictures made for the Obelisk?

Also why some of the members of the faculty do not have theirs made at the right time?

If you are a subscriber to The Egyptian or are you reading this out of somebody else's paper?

Now, if you won't subscribe to the best school paper in the state.

Twenty-five cents for the rest of the winter quarter.

What some people think when they read this column?

If they think it outland or to themselves?

If Charleston thinks they can beat us Thursday?

Just what certain people thought last Thursday when they got certain Valentines?

If true love prompted all that were sent?

Who will be the next to bob their hair?

What William Felts and Van Brown do on Sundays up at Du Quoin?

What Glenn Fishel knows about a certain cat?

Why James Blair went to the Anthony Hall Party?

FORUM

Program—February 25—7 p.m.

Debate: Resolved, that capital punishment should be abolished.


JOKEs.

Miss Bowyer: "Mary Reno, what is the passive voice?"

Mary Reno: "It is when the subject is the sufferer; as—I am loved."

Mr. Boomer. "Hayser, what is gravitation?"

Herschel Haysor. "Gravitation is that which if there were none, we would all fly away."

Of all the books that ought to be in the library of any man who loves the intellectual life, the first place belongs to the writings of our greatest American thinker, Ralph Waldo Emerson.
FRIDAY, FEB. 22—

MAETERLINCK’S

"MONNA VANNA."

Drama unsurpassed; 

"FIGHTING BLOOD."

News.

FEB. 25-26—

POLA NEGI

in

"BELLA DONNA."

Comedy

News.

Watch for

"ASHES OF VENGEANCE"

THE JOHNSON BEAUTY SHOP

Scalp Treatment—Marcelling—Hair Dressing
Facial Massage—Manicuring—Shampooing
Pig's Feet—Feet

Call 279Y

Over Winters Store.

207½ Illinois Ave.

A NEW DRUG STORE

New being stocked with fresh clean stock of
Drugs and Cigars

Headquarters for up-to-date Toilet Articles.

New location Weller Room

Les Rushing

Drugs

Prescription Specialist

Quality Service